Perfection reached
s h a r p e n e r

INTERNATIONAL PATENT

Fast Blade® is a professional sharpening for new generations that makes obsolete
the existing market, everything you request from this utensil type is concentrated
on Fast Blade®: practical, simple and fast, secure and efficient in execution. There is nothing
compared to the processing that you can obtain with the use of Fast Blade®, thanks to the
possibility of changing the angles of sharpening that permits you to obtain personalized blades
for various needs. You can work metal and ceramic blades, with pointed edged or barreled angles.
Moreover thanks to a granular diversity of the vast choice of abrasive ribbons you can obtain infinite
finishings of blades up until the edge of the handle. The sharpening of both sides can be obtained
with one single passing of the blade without imperfections or burrs. The interchangeability
of the abrasive ribbons is extremely simple, guaranteed by an accurate design
in its minute details. The finishing touch and materials used are the guarantee
of serious product of extra-long duration ready to face any challenge.

Speed and efficacy

Sharpening with 5 extra speeds
Fast Blade®’s feature of strength is its practical
use of planning which surprises for its speed of
execution: a single passage grants a professional
sharpening without a minimum imperfection or burr
on both sides of the blade, reducing drastically the time
of workmanship. Not matter whether you use metal
or ceramic blades, Fast Blade® grants an exceptional
sharpening of the blade in all its length,
right up to the handle of the knife.

Metal or ceramic blades

Sharpening of the blade in all its length

The central collar allows in 5 different
sharpening angles, to satisfy the
most needy customer in all request:
with different angles you can obtain
more or less acute angle of the
blade, passing from the blade
with a razor edge profile to a
“barrel” edge profile.

Power in simplicity
The power of Fast Blade® resides in its internal
structure and in its variety of components all
produced with the best materials, in order to grant
an exceptional duration of utility, the centre core
of the machine consists in disk and rotors
that hold three abrasive ribbons that guarantee the
perfection of sharpening. They are easily substituted
in a few seconds, by simply opening where they
are housed. The abrasive ribbons are specifically given
according to the specific hold and stress of Fast Blade®.
There are various thicknesses and granulars for
a personalized sharpening compared to the to the diverse
typologies of use, to the classical ways of sharpening
and polishing from metal diamond or ceramic utensils.

Working with security
Fast Blade® reflects all the fundamentals of
security according to the rules and norms.
Each component is manually worked and made
in function of a consistent and demanding use,
safeguarding the operator: a detailed manual
use of instructions is supplied.

